
THE TOP *7* BENEFITS ON… 

 
 How YOUR investment in YOUR OWN  

  TW TrainWorx Custom Layout changes YOUR LIFE FOREVER!  

Benefit #1 - Joy! The essence of toy/model trains is that these magical toys were created to be running 

on tracks and entertaining their owners from their very beginning, not sitting in closets or dusty shelves. 

There is no quicker way to create a smile on the face of youngsters of any age, than to open the throttle 

on your layout and see the happiness break out around the table… EVERY day is the BEST DAY to relax 

and enjoy running trains. 

Benefit #2 - Better Health! A Happy Heart is a Healthy Heart, and whether sharing with others or 

simply enjoying operating sessions on your own, the satisfaction of choosing to avoid the emotional and 

physical stress that is so often a part of layout building (not to mention the doctor bills and lost time with 

a strained back or other potential injuries) makes your choice to engage the Traingineers to provide you 

with a turn-key solution to all of your layout challenges a wise and healthy one.  

Benefit #3 - Open Door Policy! Want to talk to our TrainWorx Layout owners? ABSOLUTELY! Want 

to do a walk-through of the current progress on your layout Project?  How soon will you be here? Want to 

"live stream" a specific area on the layout you have questions about? What's the best number and time to 

hook up with you? A Five Star Experience is not just a phrase, it's a Promise and we want your review to 

reflect your satisfaction - inside/out - with every aspect of your TrainWorx relationship. 

Benefit #4 - Our Rock Solid Relationships are Your Relationships Too!   With thirty-four years 

of creating Life Changing Entertainment Experiences for thousands of clients that have been enjoyed by 

millions, we've built an impressive vendor partnership across numerous industries that allows us to 

provide YOU with the highest quality products, unique material solutions, and unmatched finishes that 

make your layout a one of a kind showpiece.  Many of our sources provide us with exclusive ‘TrainWorx 

Only’ parts and pieces that are incorporated into each of our layouts to add even greater value to every 

signature piece we deliver. 

Benefit #5 - Legacy & Value! Since the beginning of our business, our creative energy has been fired 

up by our "We are only as good as our Last Show" mantra - consistently resulting in rave reviews from our 

toughest critics - our clients.  Literally dozens of testimonials are showcased on our "Wall of Fame” where 

our clients speak of not only the quality of their investment, but the value of claiming a TrainWorx layout 

an heirloom addition to their train collecting assets.   

Benefit #6 - Book Worthy! As we develop your Personal Layout with YOU, we appreciate the trust that 

you have placed in us by allowing us to memorialize your life time model train memories like we do our 

own.  To that end, we photograph and video many  of the milestone moments throughout the process of 

designing, building, finishing, installing and operating  your layout.  Upon completion, these memories 

are presented to you as part of your TrainWorx experience, to celebrate the process and provide 

providence for future generations to appreciate and enjoy. 

Benefit #7 – Accountability! From our first contact with you, we will listen to YOUR words and see 

the train layout that YOU are envisioning as a finished and complete vision of YOUR dreams and ideas. 

You can count on us to deliver a stress free, worry free and enjoyable layout design/fabrication process 

from start to finish and follow up too!   We're focused on collaborating with you to take you beyond where 

you started to where you want to be *NOW with your train layout experience!  



 

 

Are YOU ready NOW to put these *7* Benefits to work for YOU?  

Please call YOUR *Benefit driven Traingineers at TW TrainWorx  (214) 634-2965 RIGHT NOW! 

Your Traintastic-Train Layout Specialists, 

 

Dorcie & Roger Farkash aka Traindame & Chief Traingineer  

 
P.S. Here’s one customer’s *Review to prove the *7* Benefits… 

        After you read the review, call NOW (214) 634-2965 and let’s 

        discuss YOUR next step with YOUR custom TW TrainWorx layout! 
 

Mr. Miller’s Review:  
 

“I experienced the Christmas of all Christmas’s this year, 

not on December 25th, but on August 31st when I returned 

from summer vacation to see my TrainWorx layout for 

the first time. What previously had been a nice train 

board with a lot of trains and a handful of buildings had 

been totally transformed with an incredibly realistic 

mountain scene replete with tunnels, bridges crossing a 

river that perfectly resembles flowing water, and a 

system of trestles that expands and enhances the overall 

layout. The addition of more structures, telephone poles, 

street lights and crossing signals, coupled with almost 200 lifelike figures depicting the hustle and bustle 

of a train depot, a camping scene, a backyard barbecue, a family fishing excursion and sandlot baseball 

game, create interest from one end of the 30 foot layout to the other, and bring the whole thing to life. 

When we started brainstorming about the project six 

months ago, I had a preliminary sense of what I 

wanted, but as a result of your artistry and mastery, 

the end product vastly exceeded my expectations. In a 

word, I would describe the layout as magical, and as I 

told Roger, “Now the real fun begins as I get to share it 

with my grandchildren and friends.” 

To the entire TrainWorx team, you guys are amazing. 

Thanks a million! 

 

          

          Let’s get these *7* Benefits working for YOU… call NOW (214) 634-2965 

 

 


